THE GIFT OF BEING TOGETHER

@home®
THE HOMEWARE STORE
Loved

THE GIFT OF FEELING
LOVED
AND SHOWING OUR LOVE

CHRISTMAS TREE CONE WITH LED LIGHTS MEDIUM 13X40CM - R 229
CHRISTMAS TREE CONE WITH LED LIGHTS SMALL 16X60CM - R 299
TREE GLASS SILVER SMALL 13X8CM - R 129
TREE GLASS SILVER MEDIUM 17X9CM - R 199
TREE GLASS ROSE GOLD MEDIUM 17X15CM - R 279
TREE GLASS ROSE GOLD LARGE 46X18CM - R 499
TRAY STONE ROUND PLASTIC & GLASS 45CM - R 649
JAR CANDLE BALL WITH RIBS PINK SPECKLED SILVER 9X10CM - R 199
JAR CANDLE CUT GLASS EGG GREY 12.7CM - R 249
THERE IS no greater gift than the people we love. This Christmas let’s celebrate every moment we have together, and all that is special to us. Unwrap that feeling of love and spread the joy.

SPREADING A LITTLE JOY

BREVILLE BARISTA EXPRESS BES870 - R9 999
SKU ID: 18032076
BREVILLE COFFEE & SPICE GRINDER BCG200 - R399
BREVILLE KNOCK BOX MINI BES 100CG - R499
MAMERE HONEY 450G - R150
MAMERE NOUGAT FROM - R49
BARISTA BOYS ORIGINAL COFFEE BEANS TUBE 500G - R189

DELONGHI DEDICA PUMP ESPRESSO - R4 299
SKU ID: 18037194

SMEG COFFEE MACHINE - R4 099
SKU ID: 18032076

BREVILLE COFFEE MACHINE CAFE VENEZIA - R3 999
SKU ID: 18001349

WWW.HOME.CO.ZA
EVERY DAY IS WORTH CELEBRATING

URBAN CUP & SAUCER GLASS 7CM - R69
URBAN GLASS MUG 13CM - R59
DELONGHI BRILLIANTE KETTLE - R1 499
DELONGHI BRILLIANTE TOASTER - R2 199

ALSO AVAILABLE IN BLACK
SKU ID: 18040075
EVERY DAY IS WORTH CELEBRATING

THE GIFT OF MAKING MORE

Time

KITCHENAID ARTISAN MIXER 4.8L FROM - R11 999
AVA CLEAR JAR AND LID 2640ML - R229
BD SML BUNDT PAN 12CUP - R179
1701 NOUGAT ROASTED MACADAMIA 100G - R119
MAMERE NOUGAT ALMOND & CRANBERRY 100G - R49
SLOW DOWN AND ENJOY EVERY SECOND

INTRODUCING - ROOIBOS & ALOE RANGE
Rooibos Gift Set - R399
Aloe Gift Set - R399

LOVE LOCAL

Bamboo Bath Towel Wide Border Charcoal - R299
Slipper Pom Pom Charcoal - R199
Self Love Bamboo Cellulite Massager - R129
Self Love Sesame Scrub Natural Soap 100g - R99
Bamboo Bath Towel Wide Border Natural - R299
Self Love Bamboo Charcoal Bath Mitt Soap 140g - R169
Self Love Lavender Mint Bath Mitt Soap 140g - R169
Gown Mink Fleece Piped White - R499
Self Love Coconut Natural Soap in Cotton Bag 100g - R129
Self Love Ylang Ylang Natural Soap in Cotton Bag 100g - R119
THE GIFT OF
Beautiful MOMENTS

STONE AND INK GEO PATTERN SCATTER 55X55CM - R599
NEW INK OBLONG VELVET SHEEN SCATTER 35X70 - R249
SCATTER PILLOW BARKLIKE METALLIC 55X55CM - R499
THROW TASSEL MAUVE 130X180CM - R449
RESERVE JAR CANDLE GLASS WILD OUDH - R249
SIGNATURE DIFFUSER 500ML - R49
VASE SPOTTED GLASS WITH COPPER RING LARGE 30X13CM - R349
SIMPLY STORED BASKET HYACINTH ROUND LRG - R799
PIN LEG SIDE TABLE TALL - R2 599
MUDA SIDE TABLE - R2 799
THESE ARE THE MOMENTS THAT ARE MEANT TO BE SHARED

HURRICANE GLASS MOSAIC WHITE 26CM - R699
JAR CANDLE GLASS DIAMOND CUT PINK EGG 17CM - R349
TRAY ROUND ABIGAIL METAL & GLASS LARGE 45CM - R549
DINNER CANDLE HOLDER GLASS 23CM - R149
DINNER CANDLE HOLDER CRYSTAL MEDIUM 18CM - R229
DINNER CANDLE HOLDER CRYSTAL LARGE 20.5CM - R279
PAPERWEIGHT GLASS WITH WHITE FLOWER 10CM - R399
VASE FLARE CUT GLASS 24CM - R249
DINNER CANDLE HOLDER PALM TREE ALUMINIUM 25X11CM - R349
VOTIVE HOLDER GLASS MOSAIC WHITE 11.5CM - R199

S & P PALAIS CUP & SAUCER LINES 230ML - R229
S & P PALAIS CUP & SAUCER FLORAL 230ML - R229
S & P PALAIS MUG LINEA 250ML - R149
S & P PALAIS MUG FLORA 250ML - R149
MAISON DINNER PLATE BLUE 21CM - R139
MAISON SIDE PLATE BLUE 24CM - R149
IMPERIAL LARGE CAKE STAND - R399
SLATE WITH WHITE PRINTED COTTON NAPKIN 4PK - R199
STONE WITH WHITE PRINTED COTTON NAPKIN 4PK - R199
LACASA TEA SERVERS - R69 - 249
LACASA CUP AND SAUCER W/GOLD RIM WHITE 15X4.5CM - R69
EASY LEAF TEA BOOK - R399
HERBAL TEA BOTANICS GIFT PACK 8PC - R 249

HURRICANE GLASS MOSAIC WHITE 26CM - R699
JAR CANDLE GLASS DIAMOND CUT PINK EGG 17CM - R349
TRAY ROUND ABIGAIL METAL & GLASS LARGE 45CM - R549
DINNER CANDLE HOLDER GLASS  23CM - R149
DINNER CANDLE HOLDER CRYSTAL MEDIUM 18CM - R229
DINNER CANDLE HOLDER CRYSTAL LARGE 20.5CM - R279
PAPERWEIGHT GLASS WITH WHITE FLOWER 10CM - R399
VASE FLARE CUT GLASS 24CM - R249
DINNER CANDLE HOLDER PALM TREE ALUMINIUM 25X11CM - R349
VOTIVE HOLDER GLASS MOSAIC WHITE 11.5CM - R199
S & P PALAIS CUP & SAUCER LINES 230ML - R229
S & P PALAIS CUP & SAUCER FLORAL 230ML - R229
S &P PALAIS MUG LINEA 250ML - R149
S &P PALAIS MUG FLORA 250ML - R149
MAISON DINNER PLATE BLUE 28CM - R119
MAISON SIDE PLATE BLUE 21CM - R109
IMPERIAL LARGE CAKE STAND - R399
SLATE WITH WHITE PRINTED COTTON NAPKIN 4PK - R199
STONE WITH WHITE PRINTED COTTON NAPKIN 4PK - R199
Terms & Conditions apply. All prices and information are correct at the time of going to print. Prices and product availability are subject to change without notice. Please visit our website for current stock and prices.
Celebration of Us

BAUBLE FLORAL LEAVES ROSE GOLD 8CM - R 79
BAUBLE FLORAL FLOWERS ROSE GOLD 8CM - R 79
BAUBLE CLEAR WITH GOLD DOTS 7CM - R 29
BAUBLE CLEAR WITH GOLD DOTS 10CM - R 69
BAUBLE PINK FAIRY DUST 6CM - R 49
BAUBLE CLEAR WITH STARS INSIDE 8CM - R 39

AMAZON MARBLE RECTANGULAR TRY WHITE - R 529
MARBLE CHEESE SLICER WITH WOOD DETAIL - R 549
REACTIVE CRACKLE BLK/OCHRE BOWL 12CM - R 69
CHOPPING BOARD MARBLE & WOOD DETAIL - R 349

CONTAINABLE ANNE CANDY BOX 24X18CM - R 349
AVA CLEAR JAR AND LID 1515ML - R 179
AVA CLEAR JAR AND LID 2640ML - R 229
AMAZON MARBLE CHEESE BOARD WITH ACCESSORIES - R 599
TRAY ROUND ABIGAIL METAL & GLASS LARGE 45CM - R 549
TRAY ROUND ABIGAIL METAL & GLASS SILVER 24CM - R 349
RECONNECTING WITH Loved ONES

CABO DINING TABLE 200CM H76 X W200 X D90CM - R12 999
PANG DINING CHAIR OCRE/SAGE - R1 999
BLUES AND OCHRE PROTEA PRINT RUNNER W EMBROIDERY - R39
MODERN OVAL PLATTER WHITE 51CM - R29
EGO RED WINE GLASS CRYSTAL 20CM - R69
EGO TUMBLER CRYSTAL 9CM - R59
GOLD RIMMED WHITE DINNER PLATE 26CM - R89
GOLD RIMMED WHITE SIDE PLATE 21CM - R79
SLEEK 16PC CUTLERY SET MATTE GOLD 22CM - R79
MADERA GLASS SALAD BOWL 29CM - R449
BONE SALAD SERVER SET 2PC - R29
REINDEER ROSE GOLD ALUMINIUM 25X11CM - R99
REINDEER ROSE GOLD ALUMINIUM 19X10CM - R89
DINNER CANDLE HOLDER PALM TREE ALUMINIUM 29X11CM - R399

Terms & Conditions apply. All prices and information are correct at the time of going to print. Prices and product availability are subject to change without notice. Please visit our website for current stock and prices.
TABLE CLOTH CHAMBRAY WHITE 180X230CM - R399
NAPKIN LINEN WHITE 45X45CM - R39
MELOCRIA CRYSTAL CHAMPAGNE FLUTE - R139
BEADED SINGLE PLACE MAT - R199
TREE GLASS ROSE GOLD LARGE 46X18CM - R449
TREE GLASS ROSE GOLD MEDIUM 17X15CM - R249
JAR CANDLE DIAMOND CUT PINK EGG 17CM - R359
DINNER CANDLE OMBRE GOLD SET - R79

PICNIC BASKET FOR TWO - R599
MADERA ORGANIC PLATTER 45CM - R499
BASKET COTTON ROPE & NATURAL GRASS 36CM - R449
CHOPPING BOARD MARBLE & WOOD DETAIL - R399
MADERA ORGANIC SALAD BOWL - R499
EVERYONE THAT HAS A PLACE IN OUR HEART HAS A PLACE AT OUR TABLE.

Terms & Conditions apply. All prices and information are correct at the time of going to print. Prices and product availability are subject to change without notice. Please visit our website for current stock and prices.
WE ARE TESTING GEAMI IN A FEW OF OUR STORES AS A SUSTAINABLE & WRAPPING SOLUTION.

COSMIC DRINKS TROLLEY - R3 599
VASE MODERN BELLY CLEAR GLASS LARGE 21CM - R249
BARGELLO COCKTAIL SHAKER - R399
CRYSTAL STEMLESS WINE S/12 - R499
MONIN ELDERFLOWER, PINA COLADA - R 69
S & P BOND HARDING TUMBLER SET 330ML 4PC - R229
S & P BOND HARDING HIGHBALL SET 370ML 4PC - R249
GYPSY 6PC CURVE STRAWS W/BRUSH ROSE GOLD - R129
From our online store to our 126 homeware and livingspace stores nationwide, @home offers all the services required to furnish and decorate your home.

We deliver homeware orders over the value of R500 for free and offer a premium furniture delivery and assembly service for your convenience.